.11ah network has been widely used to support up to 8,192 nodes to serve various Internet of Things (IoT) communication applications. Because of the large number of nodes, it introduces a group-based MAC protocol, which divides nodes into groups to alleviate the hidden node problem. However, hundreds or even thousands of nodes are assigned into a group to contend the shared wireless channel. As a result, the problem is still serious and it causes a serious decline in system efficiency. Therefore, hidden nodes must be considered when grouping nodes in 802.11ah network. In this paper, the problem of minimizing the number of hidden nodes in group-based 802.11ah networks is expressed as 0/1 integer linear programming (0/1 ILP). In addition, the two additional problems extended from the above problem are also expressed as two 0/1 ILPs. Then, three approximation algorithms are proposed for these three NP-hard problems. The approximation ratio of the obtained feasible solutions to those of the three problems is competitively bounded.
I. INTRODUCTION
Internet of things (IoT) is one of the most popular wireless communication systems in recent years. IEEE 802.11ah standard defined by IEEE 802.11ah task group (TGah) is used to support the business requirements of IoT communication. IEEE 802.11ah network operates in ISM band below 1 GHz with transmission distance up to 1 km and supports up to 8192 nodes [1] . It introduces a packet-based MAC protocol, which divides nodes into groups, and allocates a non-overlapping period for each group [2] . This protocol solves the problem of competing for shared wireless channel when the number of nodes increases. In 802.11ah network, restricted access window (RAW) operation is an important feature to alleviate the competition problem [3] . It is adopted by dividing each beacon interval into several equal time slots defined as RAW slots. Each RAW slot is allocated to a group, and each of the nodes competes with the nodes in the group to share the wireless channel during the allocated RAW slot.
Because each node only competes with the same group of nodes to share the wireless channel, the competition problem is alleviated. Undoubtedly, the performance of 802.11ah
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Yeon-Ho Chung . networks depends largely on how nodes are grouped. Another important challenge in 802.11ah networks is the hidden node problem [4] . When two nodes can communicate with the wireless access point (WAP), that is, they are within the WAP transmission range, and vice versa. Because they are not within the transmission range of each other and cannot communicate with each other, the problem will arise. And, the two nodes form a hidden pair. In order to solve the problem of hidden nodes, the request-to-send/clear-to-send (RTS/CTS) mechanism is proposed in [5] - [10] . However, the mechanism can lead to network bandwidth consumption and performance degradation, especially in 802.11ah network, where up to 8192 nodes are deployed and the data packets are very short. Using the mechanism to transmit short data packets is not effective against shared channels.
The analysis results in [11] [12] confirm the above claim. In the analysis of [10] , the probability of any two nodes being hidden is increased by 41%. For the deployment of 8000 nodes, the expected number of hidden pairs is 131836. On the other hand, in the analysis and simulation of [11] , the transmission end times of transmission with and without hidden pairs are 85 and 35 milliseconds, respectively. The performance degradation is caused by the huge number of hidden pairs transmitting the RTS/CTS packets for solving the hidden node problem.
In addition, in the analysis and simulation of [11] , only 20 nodes are deployed in 802.11ah network. The transmission end time was reduced from 35 milliseconds to 85 milliseconds. In IEEE 802.11ah standard, a simple scheme is adopted to distribute nodes evenly and randomly into groups. On the basis of this scheme, through the analysis and Simulation of [11] , the number of nodes in a group will reach hundreds or even thousands, and the performance will be seriously degraded. Therefore, it is necessary to consider hidden nodes when dividing nodes into groups in 802.11ah networks. In other words, no two hidden nodes should be allocated to the same group as far as possible, that is, the total number of hidden pairs in all groups needs to be minimized.
So far, there are other methods different from IEEE 802.11ah standard in the literature on hidden node problem, such as broadcasting mechanism [13] - [18] , grouping mechanism [19] - [24] , and minimizing hidden pair mechanism [12] , [25] , [26] . If there are hundreds or even thousands of nodes in 802.11ah network, the broadcast mechanism will be inefficient. In RTS/CTS mechanism, a large number of RTS/CTS packets make the network performance seriously degraded. When grouping nodes, the problem of hidden nodes is not considered. There is no doubt that direct reduction of hidden pairs is likely to be a promising solution to the problem.
In [12] , [26] , the authors aim to minimize the number of hidden pairs for all groups in an 802.11ah network. On the other hand, different types of 802.11ah nodes usually have heterogeneous traffic demands. That is the channel capacity of the group should satisfy the total traffic demands of the nodes assigned to the group as possible. On the other hand, different types of 802.11ah nodes usually have different traffic requirements. That is to say, the channel capacity of the group should satisfy the total traffic requirements of the nodes allocated to the group as far as possible. In [25] , the authors aim to partition the nodes for the purpose. Further, how to determine the number of groups is another critical issue. A larger number will result in a smaller number of the nodes assigned into a group. It reduces the number of hidden pairs. However, it also results in a shorter RAW slot with smaller allocation traffic capacity in a group.
A. OUR CONTRIBUTIONS
In this work, the problem of minimizing number of hidden pairs in partitioning the nodes into the groups in an 802.11ah network is formulated as a 0/1 integer linear programming (0/1 ILP) first. Second, the problem is extended with that the channel capacity of a group should be able to satisfy the total traffic demands of the nodes assigned to the group. Third, if a predefined number of hidden pairs can be tolerated in a group, the problem of determining the minimum number of the groups is formulated as a 0/1 ILP. Thus, a longer RAW slot will be allocated to a group and a larger allocated traffic capacity in the group is achieved. Since all of the three problems are NP-hard, three approximation algorithms with competitive bounded approximation ratios are proposed to obtain the feasible solutions of the three problems.
B. ORGANIZATION
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the related works are first reviewed. The three 0/1 ILPs and the three approximation algorithms are shown in Section III, Section IV, and Section V. In Section VI, the performance evaluations for the tree algorithms are made. Finally, Section VII concludes this work.
II. RELATED WORKS A. BROADCAST MECHANISMS
The broadcast mechanism is a simple and traditional methodology of collecting data from wireless nodes to the center controller of the network. In [13] - [18] , the authors use it in collecting the light payload with small data size. In [13] , it is used in supporting multi-slot data transmission. The center controller encodes the information of the transmission time slots into a tiny broadcast message and the nodes can obtain their data by decoding the received information from their associative time slots. In [14] , the authors aim to find the optimal forwarding path of the broadcast data in wireless sensor networks for IoT services. In [15] , Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) technology is used to obtain the optimal throughput of broadcast channels.
In [16] , the authors aim to maximize the system average throughput by designing a scheduling scheme, in which the nodes with the maximum weighted residual energy is selected to transmit information to the WAP. In [17] , the paper proposes a broadcast protocol to disseminate data in mobile IoT networks by utilizing the neighbor knowledge of mobile nodes to determine a rebroadcast delay that prioritizes different packet broadcast according to their profits. In [18] , the work presents a wake-up mechanism by utilizing orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) mechanism based on IEEE 802.11ah standard.
Because the broadcast mechanism will lead to broadcast storm and the broadcast resources will be occupied by redundant rebroadcast, TDMA and OFDM technologies are needed to alleviate this problem. In these technologies, the central controller is responsible for using these technologies to manage the allocation of shared wireless channels for wireless nodes. However, when there are hundreds or even thousands of nodes in 802.11ah networks, the central control method will be inefficient. In addition, the problem of hidden nodes is not considered.
B. RTS/CTS MECHANISMS
In [5] - [8] , RTS / CTS mechanism avoids the problem of hidden nodes, effectively retains the channel of transmitting large data packets, and reduces the waste of bandwidth in case of collision. Only when there are hidden pairs in the network, the RTS / CTS exchange between nodes can be adaptively used to improve the system throughput [9] . On the basis of IEEE 802.11ah standard, a new definition of CTS-to-self frame and a Multi-RTS frame is proposed. Its goal is to maximize energy utilization by optimizing parameters of transmitting power and relay scaling factor [10] .
However, when a large number of short packets need to be transmitted in 802.11ah networks, we cannot benefit from RTS/CTS mechanism, and even need to consume more bandwidth. In [11] , [12] , the analysis results show that a large number of RTS/CTS packets make the network performance seriously degraded.
C. GROUPING MECHANISMS
In order to alleviate the problem of hidden nodes, several algorithms [18] - [23] have been proposed to reduce the number of wireless nodes competing for wireless channels by dividing nodes into groups in 802.11ah networks. In [18] , the authors propose an analytical model to track the performance of the centralized and decentralized partitioning schemes in saturated 802.11ah networks. In [19] , another analytical model is proposed by considering the different network architectures and traffic patterns of communications. Then, a power-saving algorithm is proposed to extend the lifetime of the networks. In [20] , the authors enhance 802.11ah MAC by determining the RAW size to increase the uplink access efficiency from the nodes to the WAP.
In [21] , the authors propose a grouping strategy based on the transmission attempt rate of a node. In [22] , the authors propose a group-based medium access mechanism by using a RAW-based service differentiation scheme. In [23] , the authors propose a traffic-aware grouping algorithm by a regression-based analytical model of estimating the contention success probability to improve channel utilization. In [18] - [23] , the authors focus on improving the network performance by adjusting the number of groups or the duration of a RAW size. However, hidden nodes are not considered in the proposed grouping schemes.
D. MINIMIZING HIDDEN PAIR MECHANISM
Reducing hidden pairs is undoubtedly a direct and effective way to solve the problem. Therefore, hidden pairs should be detected in advance. In [27] - [29] , the authors propose a mechanism to detect hidden pairs. In [27] , a hidden pair detection mechanism is proposed by using frame aggregation, block acknowledgment and fast link adaptation in IEEE 802.11n networks. In [28] , the authors propose a WAP cooperative system for detecting hidden and exposed nodes. WAP obtains the information of connected nodes from the received frames through time synchronization operation. By fusing the information obtained by different WAPs, hidden nodes and exposed nodes are identified. In [29] , the authors propose a bat algorithm to detect hidden nodes by considering the time allocation of RAW slots.
With the help of these detection mechanisms, the works [12] , [25] - [26] are proposed to reduce the number of hidden pairs. In [12] , the author's goal is to minimize the number of hidden pairs in all groups to alleviate the problem of hidden nodes. A heuristic algorithm is proposed to switch a node of hidden node problem from the current group to another group without the nodes hidden with this node. In [25] , the authors propose a grouping algorithm to improve channel utilization by balancing the traffic loads among the groups. The nodes are distributed into the groups according to their traffic demands. In [26] , the authors also propose a grouping algorithm by taking advantage of the 802.11 association process in collecting hidden node information for alleviating the hidden node problem. However, the hidden node problem has not been solved effectively by the algorithms proposed in [10] , [25] , [26] .
III. MINIMIZING HIDDEN PAIRS A. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider an 802.11ah network with n nodes and a single WAP, where the nodes are uniformly distributed within the WAP coverage with no mobility. In the network, a beacon interval is divided into several RAWs. The nodes operate in power save mode usually, and they periodically wake up at the beginning time (target beacon transmission time, denoted as TBTT) of every beacon interval to listen to the beacon frame from the WAP. The beacon frame contains the information of the nodes assigned to the groups, the start timing and the duration of each RAW, and the buffered packets for the nodes. Then, each node enters sleep mode and wakes up at its assigned group's RAW.
To receive a packet, each node transmits a power-save poll (PS-Poll) frame to the WAP. Otherwise, it goes back to sleep state until the next TBTT. If the node receives an ACK frame from the WAP after transmitting the PS-Poll frame, it enters sleep mode again and wakes up to receive the buffered packet at its assigned group's RAW. Otherwise, it retransmits the PS-Poll frame again.
B. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, the problem of minimizing hidden pairs in an 802.11ah network is formulated as a 0/1 ILP. We consider an 802.11ah network with a WAP and a set of the network nodes, which be portioned into a set of the groups. The sets of the nodes and the groups are denoted as N and G, respectively. Each group k ∈ G is assigned to a RAW slot.
Let h i,j = 1 (h i,j = 0) denotes that nodes i and node j are (are not) a hidden pair, where i, j ∈ N . The value of h i,j can be obtained by the methods proposed in [27] [28] [29] . Prior to the problem formulation, the following decision variables are defined: x k,i = 1 (x k,i = 0) denotes that node i is (is not) assigned to group k;y i,j = 1 if a hidden pair is induced by assigned nodes i and j into the same group, otherwise y i,j = 0. Our objective is to minimize the number of hidden pairs assigned into the same groups, i.e., to minimize i,j∈N y i,j . In the assignment, constraint (1) is induced by assigning each node i to exactly one group, i.e., k∈G x k,i = 1.
On the other hand, if i and j are a hidden pair and assigned into the same group k (i.e., h i,j = 1, x k,i = 1 and x k,j = 1), a hidden pair after the assignment is induced in k, y i,j should be equal to one. Otherwise, y i,j should be equal to zero.
Thus, constraint (2) is derived. The 0/1 ILP formulation for minimizing the number of hidden pairs is defined as follows.
The following algorithm is used to produce an approximate solution to the formulated 0/1 ILP. 1) obtain a LP by relaxing all
for each k ∈ G and eachi ∈N do 8)
In steps 1 and 2, a 0/1 LP can be obtained by relaxing all x k,i ∈ {0, 1} and y i,j ∈ {0, 1} to 0 ≤ x k,i ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ y i,j ≤ 1. Its optimal solution of x " k,i sandy " i,j s can be solved in polynomial time. Then, an approximation algorithm is proposed by rounding x " k,i s and y " i,j s to x * k,i s and y * i,j s, where x * k,i ∈{0,1} and y * i,j ∈{0,1} are a feasible solution of the 0/1 ILP. In step 3, we set x * k,i = x " k,i and y * i,j = y " i,j . In step 4, we add is into the sets G g s if x * k,i s equal to one, i.e.,
Then, the rest nodes in N are inserted into the setN , i.e.,N = N − k∈G G k .
In steps 6 to 17, a while-loop is performed for the rounding, it is terminated whenN is empty, i.e., every node is assigned into one of the groups. In steps 7 to 11, we compute the total increment k,i of the objective induced by each i ∈N if i is assigned to group k. In step 8, the increment (denoted as + k,i ) will be induced if i is assigned into k, wherej is already assigned into k, and i and j are a hidden pair. Thus,
On the other hand, if j is not assigned into k, y * i,j is needed to be set to be zero. Therefore, − k,i = j∈(N −Gk ) h i,j y * i,j and k,i = + k,i − − k,i , refer to steps 9 and 10, respectively. To approach the objective of the 0/1 ILP, an assignment between k and i with smaller k,i is preferred. As shown in step 12, the assignment between the groupk and the nodeĩ is selected if its increment k ,ĩ to the objective is minimum. Then,ĩ is assigned into Gk in step 13.
D. ANALYSIS
We would like to prove that the proposed approximation algorithm above is competitive. First, the obtained solution is feasible of the 0/1ILP. Second, its approximation ratio is bounded.
Lemma 1: Each node is assigned to exactly one group. Proof: Suppose that if obtaining x " k,i = 1 after solving the LP in step 2, a nodeĩ is assigned to a groupk. Without a doubt,ĩ is assigned to exactly one group, i.e.,k. The result is derived from that the constraint (1) of the LP. Otherwise,ĩ is inserted intoN . Since the algorithm is terminated untilN is empty, everyĩ ∈N will be selected in step 12 and it is assigned to exactly one group in step 13.
From Lemma 1, the solution of the approximation is a feasible solution of the 0/1 ILP. Let OPT_LP and OPT_ILP be the optimal solutions of the LP and the 0/1 ILP, respectively. Undoubtedly, OPT_LP ≤ OPT_ILP. Next, we prove the approximation ratio of the proposed approximation algorithm.
Lemma 2: The approximation is bounded below by 1 + |N | max j h i,j | i, j ∈ G k , k ∈ G /OPT _ILP. Proof: Assume that totally iter iterations are executed in the while-loop, where iter ≤ |N|. Let APPt be the objective value after the tth iteration, where 1 ≤ t ≤ iter. Considering when t = 1 first. When an assignment k 1 ,ĩ 1 is selected in step 12, the increment of the objective is k ,ĩ . If
It implies that the approximation ratio of the algorithm is bounded below by
IV. MINIMIZING HIDDEN PAIRS WITH TRAFFIC AND LOAD CONSTRAINTS A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider the case of an 802.11ah network, where every node i generates data packets with a constant traffic demand d i for periodically monitoring the environment during each beacon period, and every group k has a traffic capacity c k during the period. The 0/1 ILP of the extent problem can be formulated similarly to that of Section III. The only difference is that a new constraint is added to constrain the total traffic demand of the nodes allocated to the same group to be no greater than that of the group, i.e.,
One thing needs to be mentioned here. The total traffic demand of the nodes may be larger than the total traffic capacity of all groups, i.e., i∈N d i > k∈G c k . Thus, an auxiliary group |G|+1 with traffic capacity c |G|+1 = i∈N d i − k∈G c k is added for accommodating the insufficient capacity. The 0/1 ILP formulation is defined as follows.
otherwise c |G|+1 = 0 (9)
x k,i ∈ {0, 1} for k ∈ G and i ∈ N (10)
B. APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM
The following algorithm is used to produce an approximate solution to the formulated 0/1 ILP. 1) obtain a LP by relaxing all x k,i ∈ {0, 1} and y i,j ∈ {0, 1} to 0 ≤ x k,i ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ y i,j ≤ 1; 2) obtain the optimal solution of x " k,i sandy " i,j s by solving the LP;
for each k ∈ G ∪ {|G| + 1} and each i ∈N do 8)
The algorithm is similar to that proposed in Section III.C by executing a while-loop for rounding the optimal solution of the LP to a feasible solution of the 0/1 ILP, i.e., rounding x " k,i s and y " i,j s to x * k,i s and y * i,j s. However, to satisfy the new added constraint, i.e., i∈N d i x k,i ≤ c k for k ∈ G∪{|}G|+1}, there are some modifications as follows. First, a new assignment between i and k will be a candidate if the total traffic demands (including d i ) of the nodes assigned to k after the assignment do not exceed the traffic capacity of the group k, i.e., i∈G k d i +(d i − 1)x * k,i < c k . In step 12, the assignment between the groupk and the nodeĩ with minimum k ,ĩ is selected from the candidates.
Second, after the assignment, it is necessary to consider whether the traffic capacity ofk will be exceeded when the traffic demands from the nodes is with 0 < xk ,i < 1 are added. Steps is fractional, i.e., x * k,ĩ < 1, it will be rounded to be zero or one in the while-loop. Suppose that the constraint at some points is not satisfied during the rounding execution, which is immediately after x * k,ĩ is increased. In step 13 of x * k,ĩ increased to be one, the violation is avoided by the checking in step 17. If it is true, x * k,i s are decreased to βx * k,i s for compensating the increased traffic loads in step 20.
C. ANALYSIS

Lemma 3: Each node is assigned to exactly one group. Lemma 4: The approximation is bounded below by
From the above lemmas, the approximation algorithm is competitive since its approximation ratio is also bounded and the obtained solution is feasible of the 0/1ILP.
V. MINIMIZING GROUP NUMBER A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
In this section, the number of hidden pairs in a group should be restricted smaller than a predefined number, denoted as preno, we aim to grouping the nodes into groups with the smallest possible number so that groups have longer RAW slots. The decision variables are redefined as follows: z k = 1 (z k = 0) denotes that the groupk is (is not) created, x k,i = 1 (x k,i = 0) denotes that node i is (is not) assigned to group k;y k,i,j = 1 (y k,i,j = 0) denotes that a hidden pair is(is not) deduced by assigned nodes i and j into the same group k, where i,j,k ∈N.
The objective is to minimize the number of the groups created, i.e., to minimize k∈N z k . In the assignment, the constraints (1) and (2) are induced for the same purpose as the constraints (1) and (2) defined in Section III.B. On the other hand, there are two additional constraints (3) and (4) . In (3), each node is required to be assigned to the groups that are created. In (4), the number of hidden pairs in a group is restricted smaller than preno. The 0/1 ILP formulation for the hidden node problem is defined as follows.
The following algorithm is used to produce an approximate solution to the formulated 0/1 ILP. 1) obtain a LP by relaxing all x k,i ∈ {0, 1}, y k,i,j ∈ {0, 1}, and z k ∈{0, 1} to 0 ≤ x k,i ≤ 1, 0 ≤ y k,i,j ≤ 1, and 0 ≤ z k ≤ 1; 2) obtain the optimal solution of x " k,i s, y " k,i,j s, and z " k s by solving the LP; In steps 1 and 2, a 0/1 LP can be obtained by relaxing all
In steps 4 and 5, we add k with z * k = 1 and 0 < z * k < 1 into the sets Z andZ , respectively. The set Z (Z ) contains the groups that are (are not) created. In steps 6 and 7, we add the nodes is with x * k,i = 1 and 0 < x * k,i < 1 into the sets of X andX , respectively. The set X (X ) contains the nodes is that are (are not) assigned into the groups that are (are not) created.
In steps 8 to 27, a while-loop is executed for the rounding, and it is terminated whenX is empty, i.e., all nodes are assigned into the created groups. Refer to steps 9 to 11, in order to minimize the objective, we create the groupk with the minimum increment to the objective if setting z * k = 1. The increment is computed by + = 1 − z * k . Refer to steps 13 to 22. Another while-loop is performed for assigning some nodes intok. It is terminated when the number of hidden pairs induced by the assigned nodes is larger than preno or all nodes are already assigned.
In the assignment, a nodeĩ ∈X will be selected as a candidate for the assignment if it will induce the minimum number of hidden pairs to the nodes assigned intok. The induced number can be computed as j∈N h˜i ,j x * Then,ĩ will be assigned intok if the total number of hidden pairs ink is not more than preno after the assignment, i.e.,
The assignment is executed in steps 15 to 20. In order to compensate the increment + to the objective by setting z * k =1, the objective is decreased by setting z * k = αz * k for all k ∈Z , where 0 < α < 1 meets k∈Z (1 − α)z * k ≥ + . In steps 28 to 30, we set N =X and go to step 1 ifX is not empty. VOLUME 7, 2019 C. ANALYSIS Lemma 6: Each node is assigned to exactly one group.
Proof: Suppose that if obtaining x " k,ĩ = 1 after the execution of the LP, a nodeĩ is assigned to a groupk. Without a doubt,ĩ is assigned to exactly one group, i.e.,k. The result is derived from that the constraint (1) is satisfied by the LP solution. Otherwise,ĩ is inserted intoN . IfN is not empty, the algorithm will not be terminated. Thus, whenĩ is selected fromN in step 14, it is assigned to exactly one group in step 18.
Lemma 7: The total number of hidden pairs induced by the assigned nodes is not more than preno.
Proof:
=1 is set in LP, the upper bound of the constraint is satisfied. Whereas, if x * k,ĩ is fractional, i.e., x * k,ĩ < 1, it will be rounded to be zero or one in the whileloop. Suppose that the constraint is not satisfied at some points during the rounding execution, which is immediately after x * k,ĩ is increased. In step 17 of x * k,ĩ increased to be one, the violation is avoided by the checking of step 15.
From Lemma 6 and Lemma 7, the obtained solution is feasible to the 0/1ILP. Lemma 8: When the while-loop of steps 13 to 27 is terminated, the approximation ratio is bounded below by 1+1/OPT _ILP.
Proof: Assume that there are iter iterations executed in the while-loop, where iter ≤ |N |. Let APP t be the objective value after the tth iteration, where 1 ≤ t ≤ iter. Considering when t = 1 first. When an assignment k ,ĩ is selected in step 11, the total increment of the objective is + . If k∈Z αz * k ≥ + , then the further decrement of the objective is made in steps 24 and 25. The further decrement is not smaller than + by determining 0 < α < 1 to meet k∈Z (1 − α)z * k ≥ + . Through the decrement, APP 1 ≤ OPT_LP is true. Then, considering when 2 ≤ t ≤ iter−1. Similarly, APP i ≤ APP i−1 and APP iter−1 ≤ . . . ≤ APP 2 ≤ APP 1 ≤ OPT _LP ≤ OPT _ILP. When t = iter, APP iter = APP iter−1 + + ifZ is empty. That is APP iter = APP iter−1 + 1 − z * k ≤ APP iter−1 + 1. Hence, we have APP iter ≤ OPT _ILP+ 1. It implies that the approximation ratio of the algorithm is bounded below by 1 + 1/OPT _ILP.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
For easy reference, the three approximation algorithms proposed in Section III, Section IV, and Section V, are denoted as APPROXIMATION I, APPROXIMATION II, and APPROX-IMATION III, respectively. The 802.11ah standard randomly partitioning the nodes into the groups is denoted as STAN-DARD. The heuristic algorithms proposed in [12] , [26] , and [25] are denoted as HEURISTIC I, HEURISTIC II, and HEURISTIC III, respectively. Further, OPTIMAL I, OPTI-MAL II, and OPTIMAL III, are the optimal solutions of the three problems defined in Section III, Section IV, and Section V, respectively. They can be obtained by a branchand-bound algorithm [30] , and serve as the benchmarks. Simulations are implemented using the Network Simulator 2 package (ns-2) [31] . In the simulations, each scenario is executed twenty times with different seed numbers, and the results are averaged from the collected data obtained from the runs.
A. MINIMIZING HIDDEN PAIRS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm APPROXIMATION I with STANDARD, HEURISTIC I, HEURISTIC II, and OPTIMAL I. According to the 802.11ah standard, where the transmission range is up to 1 km for supporting a maximum of 8,192 nodes, we model an 802.11ah network with a WAP whose transmission range is 1 km. Within the network, the WAP is placed at the center of 1500m×1500m area, and the numbers of nodes are varied from 40 to 8000. The nodes are placed randomly within the area. The modeled networks are divided into sparse networks and dense networks. The numbers of the nodes in the sparse networks are varied from 40 to 200, and those in the dense networks are varied from 500 to 8000.
The simulation parameters for APPROXIMATION I, STANDARD, HEURISTIC I, HEURISTIC II, and OPTI-MAL I, are assigned with the same as those in [12] . They are listed in Table 1 . We use a basic rate with 0.65 Mbps in a 2 Mhz bandwidth. Two metrics of the number of hidden pairs and the PS-Poll end time defined in [12] are collected in the simulations. The PS-Poll end time is the period when all the nodes in a group successfully exchange their PS-Poll packets and ACK packets with the WAP. Figure 1 shows the numbers of hidden pairs of APPROX-IMATION I, STANDARD, HEURISTIC I, HEURISTIC II, and OPTIMAL I, in sparse networks. It demonstrates that APPROXIMATION I, HEURISTIC I, and HEURISTIC II, are more effective than STANDARD in decreasing the number of hidden pairs in the spare networks. Refer to Figure 1(b) , when the number of nodes increases to 200, APPROXIMA-TION I is still effective, and its number of hidden pairs is very close to that obtained in OPTIMAL I. In this case, due to the increased hidden pairs, a node spends more time to finish the PS-Poll packet and the ACK packet exchanged with the WAP. In Figure 2 , the results show that HEURISTIC I, HEURISTIC II, and STANDARD have longer PS-Poll end time than APPROXIMATION I and OPTIMAL I.
In Figure 3 , the numbers of hidden pairs are obtained in the dense networks. The simulation results show that the number of hidden pairs of STANDARD increases from 6,261 to 1,449,284 when the numbers of the nodes increase from 500 to 8,000. They are consistent with the analysis results of [11] , where the number of hidden pairs of STANDARD is 1,311,836 for the deployment of 8000 nodes. The results of Figure 3 further show that the numbers of hidden pairs of HEURISTIC I increase from 6,101 to 1,340,367, and those of HEURISTIC II increase from 4,962 to 940,371. It presents that they are not effective in reducing the numbers of hidden pairs when the networks are dense. The inefficiency of HEURISTIC I is derived from adopting the method of moving a node suffering the hidden node problem in the current group to the new group without the hidden node. When the probability of two nodes becoming a hidden pair is low, i.e., the network is sparse, it is easy to find such a new group. Whereas, the probability is high, i.e., the network is dense, the probability is very low.
HEURISTIC II is superior to HEURISTIC I since it adopts a more flexible approaching of moving a hidden node to the group with fewer hidden nodes. Thus, the simulation results of Figure 3 show that APPROXIMATION I is still efficient and outperforms HEURISTIC II. When the numbers of nodes increase from 500 to 8,000, the numbers of hidden pairs in APPROXIMATION I are from 330 to 33,427, and they are very close to those obtained in OPTIMAL I. The efficiency of APPROXIMATION I is derived from that APPROXIMATION I can obtain the feasible solutions with a competitive bounded approximation ratio to the optimal solution of OPTIMAL I.
B. MINIMIZING HIDDEN PAIRS WITH TRAFFIC AND LOAD CONSTRAINTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of APPROX-IMATION II with STANDARD, HEURISTIC III, and OPTIMAL II. In the simulations, we model an 802.11ah network with the numbers of the nodes varied from 40 to 200. Four types of traffic patterns as shown in Table 2 are the same as those adopted in [25] , and they are generated from the nodes. Each node is assigned one type of the traffic patterns randomly and each type is assigned to 25% of the nodes. Three metrics are collected in the simulations. They are the number of hidden pairs, channel utilization rate, and node demand satisfaction rate. The channel utilization rate is the ratio of the network bandwidth using in transmitting the traffic of the nodes. The node demand satisfaction rate is the ratio of the number of the data packets transmitted successfully to the number of the data packets needed to be transmitted. Figure 4 shows the channel utilization rates of APPROX-IMATION II, STANDARD, HEURISTIC III, and OPTI-MAL II. When the traffic demands from the nodes are not saturated to the network, i.e., the number of nodes is smaller than 80, the channel utilization rates of APPROXIMA-TION II, HEURISTIC III, and OPTIMAL II, are higher than that of STANDARD. The result is derived from that the three algorithms partition the nodes into the groups based on the traffic demands of the nodes. On the contrary, STANDARD does not take this factor into consideration. On the other hand, the four algorithms have near equaled channel utilization rates when the traffic demands are saturated.
Since the problem of hidden pairs is not considered, the numbers of the hidden pairs in STANDARD and HEURISTIC III increase with the increase of the numbers of the nodes as shown in Figure 5 . And, the increased hidden pairs lead to performance degradation of STANDARD and HEURISTIC III. In Figure 6 , the simulation results validate the above statement, where the node demand satisfaction rates of STANDARD and HEURISTIC II decrease as the increased hidden pairs. Further, since APPROXIMATION II can obtain the feasible solution close to the optimal solution of OPTIMAL II, its node demand satisfaction rate is also close to that of OPTIMAL II.
C. MINIMIZING GROUP NUMBERS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of APPROXI-MATION III compared with OPTIMAL III in determining the number of the groups in an 802.11ah network. In the simulations, we model an 802.11ah network with 200 nodes and the values of preno varied from 50 to 1000. In Figure 7 , when the value of preno gets greater, both of APPROX-IMATION III and OPTIMAL III determine fewer groups. On the other hand, the value obtained in APPROXIMATION III is only slightly larger than that obtained in OPTIMAL III. How to determine the value of preno can be used as a decision parameter for the tradeoff between the quality of the service and the capacity of the network. Its value can be determined based on the tolerable data loss rate of the service. If the tolerable data loss rate is high, the value of preno can be smaller, and then the capacity of the network can be enhanced. 
D. EXECUTION TIME EVALUATION
In this section, the following experiments for evaluating the execution time of APPROXIMATION I, APPROXIMA-TION II, and APPROXIMATION III, are conducted by a varied number of nodes from 40 to 8,000. The experiments conducted are executed on a laptop with an Intel R Core TM i7 2.4 GHz CPU, and the software packet Lingo [32] is used to solve the LPs of the three algorithms. The collected execution time of the experiments are shown in Figure 8 .
As the node number varied from 40 to 200 and from 500 to 8000, the execution time is from 0.5 to 9.7 seconds and from 20 to 10,756 seconds, respectively. In the results, the algorithms take only a few seconds to complete in a spare network. However, their execution time is even hours in the extreme case of 8,000 node deployed due to the numerous decision variables and associative constraints in the formulated LPs. Thus, more computing resource is needed for shortening the executing time significantly. The technologies, such as clouding computing, edging computing, and fog computing, are practical for the above purpose in a large-scale 802.11ah network.
There are other technologies, such as gradient decent, hill climbing, genetic algorithm, and simulated annealing (SA), in solving the grouping problem [33] . Especially, the SA technology has the strength of avoiding getting caught in local optimal solution. However, its parameters are difficult to control, and there is no guarantee that its solution will converge to the optimal value at one time. Generally, it requires multiple attempts to be obtained, and it will fall into the local optimum in most cases. In this work, we adopt the approach of ILP technology, where the optimal solution of the LP is used as the starting point in the proposed algorithms for finding the feasible solution of the problems. Usually, the optimal solution of the LP is very close to the optimal one. Therefore, the ILP technology is likely to be more efficient in approaching the optimal solution of the problem.
VII. CONCLUSION
The issue of hidden pairs in 802.11ah networks is advocated in this paper. We have formulated the problem of minimizing hidden pairs as three 0/1 ILPs, and then three proposed approximation algorithms are proposed to obtain the feasible solutions of the three problems. In the proposed algorithms, the rounding technology is used to round the optimal fractional solutions of the three associative LPs derived from the three 0/1 ILPs by relaxing the integral constraints into the fractional ones. In the theoretical analysis, the approximation ratios of the algorithms are bounded competitively. In the simulations, the results demonstrate that the algorithms outperform three related works, and their solutions are very close to the optimal ones.
